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From Romance to Proto-Romance:  
On reconstructing the conjugation of PRom.*/aβ-'e-re/ “to have” and */'ɛss-e-re/ “to be” 
 

Since the founding of Romance philology by Friedrich Diez in the first half of the 19th 
century, Romance etymology has been based on the written evidence provided by Classical 
Latin. As a written language per definitionem cannot attest directly a spoken language, this 
method goes against the principles of the reconstruction of proto-languages in historical 
linguistics. This approach has not been accepted by the majority of Romance linguists of the 
19th and 20th centuries, though: nearly any etymological discussion is focused on the 
development of Romance languages in the direction from Latin to Romance. Only two 
linguists recognised the need for comparative grammar in Romance etymology: Robert Hall 
and Robert de Dardel. Since 2008, their work has been continued by an international group of 
linguists, who are preparing the Dictionnaire Étymologique Roman (DÉRom), under the 
direction of Éva Buchi (Nancy/France) and Wolfgang Schweickard (Saarbrücken/Germany). 
Their initial aim is to reconstruct the inherited lexicon of Proto-Romance, which survives in 
all Romance languages (circa 500 words). 

This talk seeks to go beyond the frontiers of lexical reconstruction and to analyse the 
grammar of Proto-Romance. We will study two of the possibly most frequent words in all 
languages, /to have/ and /to be/, in order to reconstruct their present tense conjugation. This 
work is particularly interesting, as it since Hall (who presents some inexactness in his 
analysis) has never been undertaken in Romance etymology: the discussion is still based on 
the development of the written Latin forms habeō, habēs, habet and sum, es, est. We proceed 
heuristically and try, in a first step, to identify the authentic inherited forms of the present 
tense of PRom. */aβ-'e-re/ and */'ɛss-e-re/ in Romanian, Italian, Sardinian, French, Spanish, 
Catalan, Portuguese etc. Our aim is to elaborate the definitive list of cognates by detecting and 
excluding non-inherited analogical forms. On the basis of a micro-structural reconstruction of 
each proto-form in each Romance language we can proceed to the macro-structural 
reconstruction of the primitive inflected forms of PRom. */aβ-'e-re/ and */'ɛss-e-re/. 
The main questions of our analysis are: Is it possible to reconstruct a hypothetical form for 
each paradigm? Which method is the best to carry out grammatical reconstruction of Proto-
Romance? Which are the constraints and problems of the reconstruction? What can tell us the 
comparison of reconstructed forms and written Latin of Classical Antiquity? 
In this way, the talk aims to contribute to the global reconstruction of Proto-Romance and to 
identify the rules of language change in Proto-Romance and Romance. It reveals the 
advantages of comparative grammar, which has been in use in all language families since its 
founding, and which is overdue to be applied and finally accepted in Romance etymology.  
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